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ABSTRACT 
An open problem concerning the convergence of the optimal cost for the 
cheap-control problem without stability is solved. It turns out that the definition of a 
new type of linear-quadratic optimal-control problems is necessary. This new problem 
requires the infimization of the cost functional under the constraint that the state 
trajectory modulo a certain subspace vanishes as time goes to infinity. The associated 
optimal cost turns out to be the limit of the optimal cost for the cheapcontrol problem 
without stability. Moreover, for left-invertible systems, the optimal control, state, and 
output for the perturbed problem tend to the optimal control, state, and output for 
the new problem. Also, a characterization of the optimal cost for the latter problem is 
given in terms of the dissipation inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known method for studying singular linear-quadratic optimalcon- 
trol problems is to regularize the cost criterion by means of a parameter that 
reflects small input weighting and to try to determine the behavior of the 
problem’s characteristics (optimal cost, input, state, and output) as this 
parameter tends to zero. One explanation for the popularity of this so-called 
“cheap control” technique [2-9, 141 is that the optimal controls and optimal 
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state trajectories for singular control problems in general are distributions 
[12-141 instead of smooth functions as in the regular case. Although the 
mathematical formulation of an appropriate class of distributions in singular 
optimal-control theory now is generally accepted [lo-12, 11, the difficulty of 
capturing the “size” of impulsive-like behavior has remained, and thus, with 
it, the interest in the limiting process mentioned above. 
In a recent paper [2] it was shown that the optimal cost for the perturbed 
infinite-horizon optimalcontrol problem with stability (see [2, 11) converges 
to the optimal cost for the original problem with stability. It also turned out 
that the optimal controls and state trajectories for the perturbed problem 
converge (in distributional sense) to the optimal controls and state trajectories 
for the original problem if for each initial condition the latter are unique (see 
PI>. 
In contrast with these nice results, it was established in [2, Remark 3.41 
that the optimal cost for the perturbed problem without stability constraint 
does not necessarily converge to the optimal cost for the original problem 
without stability. This somewhat surprising feature of cheap control without 
stability naturally leads to the question: If there is any convergence of the 
optimal cost for the perturbed problem, then what is the limit? Similar 
questions may be formulated for optimal controls and state trajectories. 
This article deals with these questions and gives complete answers for the 
situation that we have uniqueness of optimal controls for the original problem 
without stability, i.e. in case of left invertibility of the given system [2, 11. In 
this way the paper can be considered as a natural followup of [2]. The key 
role here is played by a newly defined linear-quadratic optimal-control 
problem, which will be called the optimal-control problem with stability 
mod& the impulsively unobservable subs-pace. This new problem is defined 
by requiring the infimization of the quadratic cost criterion under the 
constraint that the state trajectory modulo this impulsively unobservable 
subspace converges to zero as time goes to infinity. Thus, this optimal-control 
problem requires stability of part of the optimal state trajectory, and there- 
fore it is expected that the optimal cost, if existent, will lie between the 
optimal cost for the problem without stability and the optimal cost for the 
problem with stability. Indeed this will be the case, and it will turn out that 
the optimal cost for the perturbed problem without stability will tend to our 
“intermediate” cost. The computation of this optimal cost runs in the same 
way as the calculation of the optimal cost for the problem without stability 
[l]. The real symmetric matrix that defines the optimal cost for the problem 
with stability modulo the impulsively unobservable subspace satisfies a re- 
duced-order algebraic Riccati equation. Actually, it is the largest solution of 
this equation. In addition, all optimal inputs can be determined. In case of 
uniqueness of optimal controls we will establish the convergence (in distribu- 
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tional sense; see [2]) of both optimal control and state trajectory for the 
perturbed problem to the unique optimal control and state trajectory for our 
newly defined problem. 
This paper strongly leans on [l], in which a “generalized dual structure 
algorithm” for linear time-invariant systems is developed. The algorithm will 
show its value here too, and so will the dissipation inequality [2; 20; 1, 
Section 61. In [l, Corollary 6.41 it is found that the matrix that defines the 
optimal cost for the problem without stability can be characterized as the 
snmllest nonnegative definite solution of this inequality that minimizes 
the rank of the dissipation matrix [18]. In the present paper, we will show 
that the matrix that defines the optimal cost for the problem with stability 
modulo the impulsively unobservable subspace is in fact the largest element 
in the set of solutions K of the dissipation inequality for which it holds that 
both the rank of the dissipation matrix is minimized and the unobservable 
subspace is in ker( K ). 
After the preliminaries in Section 2, the problem is stated in Section 3 and 
a few first observations are presented. In Section 4, then, the control problem 
with stability modulo the impulsively unobservable subspace is solved com- 
pletely. The final Section 5 contains the main convergence results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we repeat some of the main aspects of the system and the 
associated problems mentioned in [l]; we stress that the reader of the present 
article should be acquainted with the contents of [l]. 
We consider the finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system Z: 
2(t) = Ax(t)+ h(t), x(O) = xl)> (2.la) 
y(t) = Cx(t)+ fi(t), (2.lb) 
together with the quadratic cost functional 
Jbo, u> = /,mlb(t) tdt. (2.2) 
It will be assumed throughout that u(t)ERm, x(t)ER”, y(t)ER’, [I.II 
denotes the Euclidean norm, and 
[ 1 ; ,[CDl are left and right invertible, 
respectively. 
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In recent papers on linearquadratic control problems (LQCPs) the fol- 
lowing two problems are considered [ll, 2, 11: 
(LQCP) - : 
find ~-(x,):=inf{J(x,,u)lu~Clm,p}. (2.3) 
(LQCP) +: 
find Jt(r,):=inf(J(r,,u)luEC~‘8suchthat tl?mx(t)=O), 
(2.4 
the LQCP without and with stability, respectively. Here C&, is an m-vector 
of components in Cimp, the class of impulsive-moth distributions [l, Defini- 
tion 3.1; 10, Definition 3.11. 
The definition of what is meant by the solution of (2.la) in this distribu- 
tional framework is recorded in [lo] by the following interpretation of (2.la): 
px = Ax + Bu + x0, (2.5a) 
where p stands for the derivative of the 6distribution. The 8distribution 
itself is denoted by the constant 1. As in [lo] and [ 11, convolution is denoted 
by means of juxtaposition. Thus the solution of (2.5a) is given by 
x = (pZ - A) -‘(Bu + x0). (2.5b) 
This solution is unique and can be shown to be an element of Ckp if 
u E CL, (x0 is the IW”-valued distribution x,-l =x,.6). Here (pZ - A)-’ is 
the distribution corresponding to the function et*. 1, + (t ) (see [ 10, Section 3; 
l-21). Consequently, the output y will be in C,& and 
with T(p) the matrix-valued distribution formally obtained by substituting 
s = p in the rational matrix T(s): 
T(s) = D + C(sZ - A) -‘B, (2.6) 
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the transfer function (see [ 10, 1, 2]), and interpreting (pZ - A) ~ ’ to be et* 
(t > 0). 
We emphasize that the proposed approach of distributional system equa- 
tions is fully algebraic and welldefined, since Cimp is closed under convolu- 
tion [lo, 11. 
In order to display dependence of x, y on x0 and u we will write 
x = X(X,, u) and y = y(x,, u). Thus, J: R” X CizP * Iw ’ can formally be 
defined by 
(2.7) 
and 1(x0, u) := + cc if u is such that y is not square-integrable over 03 +. 
Also, if u = ui + u2, ui impulsive, and u2 smooth, then x = xi + x2, uniquely, 
with xi impulsive and x2 smooth. The limit of x( t ) for t + cc then is 
defined as x( co) := x2( co) := lim, _ 3. x2( t ) (if this limit exists). 
Finally, recall that the subset of Cgp that contains those inputs that yield 
a smooth output is denoted by U,, the system-dependent set of admissible 
controls [lo, 11. 
An important subspace in [l] turned out to be the strongly reachable 
subspace W(Z): the subspace of points in R” that are instantaneously 
reachable from the origin by means of admissible inputs [l, Definition 3.31. 
Here, another subspace of interest will be the sum of W(Z) and the 
unobservable subspace (ker C 1 A) := fl YE i ker CA’- ‘: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A state x0 is called impulsively unobservable if it is in 
L,(Z) := W(Z) + (ker CIA). The space of impulsively unobservable states is 
called the impulsively unobservable subspace. 
This terminology for L,(Z) is justified by Proposition 2.2: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. x0 E L,(Z) - 3u E U,, impulsive: y(t) = 0 (t > 0). 
Proof. a: Let x0 = xol + xo2, xol E W(Z) and xo2 E (kerC]A). There 
exists an impulsive ur E U, such that x(x,,, u,)(O+) = 0 [with x(0+) := 
xa(O + ) := lim I so~2(t) if x = xl + ~a, xi impulsive and x2 smooth]. More- 
over, since xo2 E (ker CIA), we have y(xaa,O)(t) = 0, t >, 0. Hence 
Y(q), ul)(t) = 0, t ’ 0. 
t=: For some impulsive ui E Uz, let y(x,, ui) = 0 (t > 0). Set xo2 := 
x(x,, ui)(O+). Then for t > 0 x(x,,,O)(t) = x(x,, ul)(t), since the state 
variables have the same value at t = O+. Thus y(x,,,O)(t) = y(x,, ul)(t) = 0, 
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which implies xa2 E (kerC]A). Now x(x,,r, u,)(O+) = 0 for xar:= x0 - xo2, 
and hence xai E W(Z). This means that x0 E L,(Z). n 
REMARK. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is nearly identical to the proof of 
Proposition 3.23 in [lo]. 
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SOME FIRST RESULTS 
The well-known technique of studying singular linear-quadratic control 
problems called the method of “cheap control” [2-9, 141 can be summarized 
as follows. 
Consider the system Z [(2.5)] and the cost functional J(x,, u) [(2.2)]. 
Also, consider the perturbed system Z, (E > 0): 
pr = Ax + Bu + x0, (3.la) 
and the perturbed criterion 
J&j, 4 = ~mlltd2d~ = jfmhvl12 + ~2114121 dt. 
Now, analogously to (2.3), (2.4), try to solve 
(LQCP) e- : find J;(xo):=inf{~~(x,,u)12(~C~p}, 
(3.lb) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and 
(LQCP): : 
find J,‘(~~):=inf{J,(r,,u)~~~C~,suchthat x(w)=O}, (3.4) 
the perturbed linearquadratic control problems without and with stability. 
Then the optimal costs, controls, state trajectories, and outputs of these 
reguZur problems are studied for small E > 0 in order to get insight into the 
behavior of all characteristics of the singular problems in (2.3), (2.4). Recall 
that a linearquadratic control problem is called regular if the associated cost 
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functional is positive definite w.r.t. the control, and singular if this is not the 
case [2, 111. 
Indeed it is shown in [2] (see also [21]), that (LQCP)+ is the lim- 
iting problem of (LQCP):. However, it does not hold in general that 
hmpJ0 1,-(x0) = J-(x,); see [2, Remark 3.41 for a counterexample. Thus, an 
open problem remains: Does &-(x0) converge? And if it does, how can its 
limit be characterized? 
In the present paper these questions will be answered. It will turn out 
that the limiting problem of (LQCP), is not (LQCP), but a new type of 
linearquadratic control problem, (LQCP)a, in which the subspace L,(Z) 
(Definition 2.1) plays a central role. We will show this in Section 5. 
Here, however, we will confine ourselves to the introduction of (LQCP)a 
and a first link with (LQCP);. In th e intermediate Section 4, then, we will 
solve this new linearquadratic control problem and give an interpretation of 
its optimal cost in terms of the dissipation inequality [17, 18, 20, 2, l]. 
Although it might seem that the definition of our new problem has 
dropped out of the sky, we are confident that most of the reader’s doubts will 
have vanished into thin air at the end of this section. 
In addition to the problems in (2.3), (2.4) we introduce 
(LQCP)‘: 
find Jo(xo)~=inf{J(xo,u)~u~C~,suchthat(x/Lo(I:))(~)=0}, 
(3.5) 
with 
(~/LO(~))(W) := (~/Lo(z))(~) := ttr”, ((x,/L,(Z))(t) (3.6) 
if x = X, + xs with X, impulsive and r2 smooth. Here x/L, L a subspace 
and x a trajectory, is defined in the usual way by (x/L)( t ) = P(.r( t )), where 
P denotes the canonical projection of Iw n on W “/L (see e.g. [19, Chapter 01). 
We will call this problem the linear-quadratic control problem with stability 
mod& the impulsively unobservable subspace or, for short, the LQCP with 
stability modulo L,(Z) (Definition 2.1) and (LQCP)’ is called solvable if for 
all x0 there exists a U* such that J(r,, u*) = J’(x,) < 00 and 
(X(X,> u*)/Lo(~))(~) = 0. 
We can see immediately that for every unobservable initial point the 
optimal cost for (LQCP)’ is zero: 
LEMMA 3.1. (kerCIA)c {xo~Jo(xo)= O}. 
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Proof. Let x,, E (kerC]A). Then with u = 0 in (2.5~) it follows that 
y = 0. Obviously, (x/L,& Z))( co) = 0. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. L,(x) c {x0 1 Jo@,) = 0). 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.5 in [l] it holds that W(Z) c {x0 ( J”(xo) 
= 0}, and {x0 1 J’(x,) = 0} is easily found to be a subspace. Thus, with 
Lemma 3.1, L,(Z) C {x0 1 JO(x,) = O}. See also Proposition 2.2. n 
Note that if there exists a nonnegative definite symmetric matrix K” such 
that J”(xO) = x~K%, (see [20, Lemma 3]), then, by Corollary 3.2, the 
restriction of K” to L,(Z), K”]L,(zj, is equal to zero. In Section 4, where we 
will solve (LQCP)‘, we will see that this is indeed the case. 
However, without the development to come in Section 4, it appears to be 
possible all the same to solve 
(LQCP):: 
find Jp(ro) := inf(J,(w,,u)lu E Cz,, such that (x/L,(Z,))(co) = 01, 
(3.7) 
i.e. the perturbed linear-quadratic control problem modulo L,( 2,) associated 
with (3.1), (3.2). Observe that the impulsively unobservable subspace is 
system-dependent. 
In fact, J~“(ro) = _/,-(x0) (E > 0). In order to prove this, we need an 
auxiliary result on systems with D left invertible. This proposition is of 
interest of its own. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that (A, B) is stabilizablq Zf D is left 
invertible, then 
J-(~o)=inf{J(ro,u)luECm,p, usuchthat (x/V(X))(m)=O}, 
where V(Z) is the weakly unobservable subspace [lo, Definition 3.81. 
Proof. If the D-matrix in the system Z is left invertible, then the 
associated LQCPs (2.3), (2.4), (3.5) are called regular (see e.g. [ll]), and it is 
well known that for regular problems the optimal inputs are smooth func- 
tions. Consider the system Z [(2.5a), (2.5c)l. Write D = UF, U orthogonal 
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and F invertible. If U, is orthogonal and such that [U, U,] is orthogonal and 
invertible, then for yr := UTy and yz := tJcTy it follows that yi = UT& + Fu, 
yz = UcTCx, and ]]y]] 2 = ]I yi]] 2 + ]]y2]] 2. Applying the preliminary feedback law 
u = F-‘( - UTCx + v) then yields 
px=A,x+BF-‘~+r,, 
yi=v, (3.8) 
y2 = u$r 
with 
P [1,]=[f ; $Il[:‘; 
XI 
y,=v, y2=[0 0 c3] x2 >
[ 1 (3.11) x3 
A, = A - BF- ‘UTC = A - B( DTD) %TC. (3.9) 
Since V(Z) is the subspace of points x0 for which there exists a smooth input 
such that y = 0, we establish from (3.8) that 
V(Z)=(ker(UzC)IA,). (3.10) 
Now decompose R n as follows: let X2 be a subspace such that (ker C( A) 
@X2 = V(Z), and let X, be a subspace such that (ker CIA) @X,$X, = R” 
(note that (kerC]A) c V(Z)). Then (3.8) transforms into 
with (C3, A,,) observable. Then the optimal cost for (LQCP)) is equal to 
J_ (X”) = “&)I?&,, (3.12) 
to be obtained by the feedback law 
v = - H$&, (3.13) 
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where ri s3 is the unique nonnegative definite solution of the algebraic Riccati 
equation 
0 = C& + A&I& + &A, - &,H,H$,, (3.14) 
(see e.g. [ll]). Moreover, g; > 0 and A, - H3HTE?~ is asymptotically 
stable by observability of (C,, Ass). 
Hence the resulting optimal rs(t) tends to zero for large t. But this 
implies that (x /‘V( Z))( co) = 0, which completes the proof. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) We have given the above proof in full detail for future use. Note that 
the separation of V(Z) in (3.11) is in fact not needed in the proof. 
(2) From [l, Section 41 we learn that D is left invertible if and only if 
W(Z)= (0). H ence, in case of left invertibility of D, L,(Z) = (ker CIA), 
and consequently the interpretation of (LQCP)” (see (3.5)) in terms of (3.11) 
then would be 
inf w[ 11~112 + llG3~31121 dt losuchthat [::](co)=O}, 
(3) The result of Proposition 3.3 can be generalized to 
where V( 2) = V(Z) + W( Z) denotes the disttibutionally weakly urwbserv- 
able subspace [lo, Section 3; 1, Proposition 3.71. This is stated in Remark 4 at 
the end of [l, Section 51. 
(4) In [22] it is proven that for all x0, J-(x,) < cc if and only if 
(A,, H3) is stabilizable. This stabilizability assumption can easily seen to be 
equivalent to [23] S + V(Z) = R n, where S stands for the stabilizable subspace 
[the sum of the controllable subspace and the subspace spanned by the 
(generalized) eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues of A with negative 
real part]. 
Next, consider (3.1)-(3.3). Since for E > 0 (LQCP), is a regular problem, 
we have that for each initial condition a unique optimal control exists if 
(A, B) is stabilizable. The infimum is actually obtained, and 
J,- brJ) = J,(x,, u, ) = X;K& (3.15) 
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for a certain smooth function u;, whereas K; is the smallest nonnegative 
definite solution of 
0 = CTC + AT& + KFA - (K,B + CTD)( DTD + ~‘1) - ‘( BTK, + DTC) 
(3.16) 
(e.g. WI). 
Now, for E > 0 there exists a symmetric matrix K: such that x;fK$xo = 
J,‘(x,) [(3.7)], In fact, Kz = KJ, which is shown in 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let E>O. ThenJ,O(x,)=min{J~((r,,u)Iumnoothsuch 
that (x/(kerC]A))(cc) = 0} = ./,-(x0) = xiK;x,. 
Proof. Assume E > 0. According to Proposition 3.3, 
J,-(x,)=inf{J,(x,,,2r)lu~C~~, usuchthat (x/V(Z,))(co)=O> 
= inf{.&(x,, u)lu E CEm,, u such that (r/(kerC]A))(cc) =0} 
= I,o(r,>, since [W(Z,) = {0}] V(2,) = (kerC]A) =L,(Z,). 
Together with (3.15) this proves the claim. W 
REWKS. 
(1) Observe that Proposition 3.4 holds, regardless of whether the matrix 
D is left invertible or not. 
(2) Since, by the above, for e > 0 the problems stated in (3.3) and (3.7) 
are identical [V(Z,) = L,(Z,)], there are only two different convergence 
problems to consider [(3.3), (3.4)] instead of three. The limiting behavior of 
&QW: is already fully understood [2]. The remaining questions concern- 
ing the convergence of (LQCP), are answered in Section 5. 
(3) The observation that for E > 0 
IEe(xo) = inf{I,(x,, U) ]U such that (x/(ker C]A))(cc) = 0) 
has actually put us on the scent of (LQCP)‘. 
Before stating and proving the convergence results on (LQCP), we have 
in prospect, we should solve (LQCP)’ first. This will be done in the next 
section. 
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4. THE SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR-QUADRATIC PROBLEM WITH 
STABILITY MODULO L,(Z) 
For reasons of transparency we first solve (LQCP)’ for the case that the 
problem is regular. 
As was established in Remark 2 below Proposition 3.3 for regular systems, 
the optimal cost for (LQCP)‘, J’(x,), is equal to 
inf m[ llo[12 + ll~,x,11~] dt 2) smooth, u such that [ :$4 = 0) (4.1) 
subject to A,, A,, A,, 0 422 A23 
0 0 A33 
with (C,, A %) observable. 
Assume (A, B) to be stabilizable. From (4. l), (4.2) it is readily seen that 
the solution of the latter problem is completely determined by the subsystem 
(4.3) 
It is well known (see e.g. [ll, 151) that the solution of the problem (4.1) (4.3) 
can be stated in terms of a given algebraic Riccati equation. Here, it reads 
(4.4) 
PROPOSITION 4.1 [ 111. Assume that (A, B) is stabilizable. Let 
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be the largest nonnegative definite solution of (4.4). Then 
inf ]]v]]~ + ]]c,x,]]~] dtiv smooth, v such that [:;](m) = O) 
Let Q=’ = { s E Q: ]Re s = 0). For every initial state there exists a unique 
optimal v if and only if a( A,,) n Co = 0. Assume this to be the case. Then 
the optimal v is given by the feedback law 
(4.6) 
Furthermore, the resulting closed-loop matrix modulo (ker CIA) is stable, 
and consequently 
for the optimal state trajectory. 
REMARKS. 
(1) The eigenvalues of A,,, “(A,,) = a(Ao]V(X)/(kerC]A)) [see (3.9)] 
are contained in o*(Z), the set of invariant zeros [16, 24-261. In fact, 
o*(z) = o(A,,)u ~(A221 = 4AolWN. 
(2) It is easy to see that (see proof of Proposition 3.3) 
(3) If D is left invertible and CTD = 0, then [(3.9), (3.10)] 
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Hence x2 does not appear in (3.11) and a(A,,) c c- is trivially satisfied. 
Thus, with Remark 2, in this case J’(x,) = J-(x,). 
(4) The spectrum of the resulting closed-loop matrix modulo (ker C] A) is 
in E- and, in particular, in C- if and only if a(A,,)nC”=O [ll]. 
(5) Note that indeed J”(xo) > J-(x,) = x~~~,x,, since 
0 0 
[ I 0 R; 
is the smdest nonnegative definite solution of (4.4). 
Next, we solve the singular LQCP with stability modulo L,(Z). Recall [2, 
l] that a linear-quadratic control problem is called singular if D is not 
left-invertible. As in [l], we will make use here of the generalized dual 
structure algorithm. This algorithm, displayed in [l, Section 41, is a modified 
version of the dual algorithm presented in [lo, Section 41. The main idea is 
the following. Suppose you have a system 2 of the form 
with 8 left-invertible. We want to find those inputs for which 6 is regular, 
i.e., we search for a characterization of U,. Since 6 will be regular if I? is the 
derivative of a regular function, this suggests the substitution 
which yields, with 3c”i := x” - %, a new system 2,: 
Now in case of left invertibility of C% we thus have transformed the singular 
LQCP into a regular LQCP which we can easily solve. If 62 is not 
left-invertible, we can, roughly speaking, continue this process. Thus we can 
find both Uz and a regular problem, determined by a certain system 2,. 
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Although the foregoing outline of the dual algorithm actually refers to the 
version in [lo], we would like to say no more on the specifics of the algorithm 
in [ l]-not only because things would then become too opaque, but also 
because it would be superfluous: The details are presented in [l, Section 41, 
and the only facts we will actually need will be presented below. 
Again, consider the system Z: 
pr=Ax+Bu+r,, (4.7a) 
y = CX + Du, (4.n) 
and the associated cost functional J( x0, U) = Jo” ]I y/I2 dt. The generalized dual 
algorithm transforms Z into the system Z, described by [l, (4.53)] 
px, = Ai, + _B,Dw, + B,‘w,’ + x0, (4.8a) 
y=Cx,+D Z _-a” a’ (4.8b) 
Here (Y is an integer with (Y > 1 if D is not left-invertible and (Y = 0 if D is 
left-invertible. In the latter case, B,’ and w,’ do not appear and iis, = u, 
Bar, = B, pa, = D. Also cxg is an integer and is such that 0 < (in < CL See [l, 
(4.47)-(4.52)]. 
The state X, and the original state x are related by 
x,=x - W,d,_r, (4.8~) 
where W, is a left-invertible matrix such that im( W,) = W(Z). If (Y = 0, then 
W(Z) = CO} and c, _ 1 does not appear. See [l, 
The controls for Z and Z, are related by 
(4.55)-(4.56)]. 
(4.8d) 
where H,(s) is a polynomial matrix in the complex variable s and W,, w,“, w,* 
are impulsive-smooth distributions. Observe that in fact w,* does not appear 
in (4.8a). See [l, (4.57))(4.58)]. 
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Finally, l& is left-invertible with rank g,, = rank T [(2.6)] and 
B,” = W,l?, (4.8e) 
for a certain matrix fir [l, (4.54), Lemma 5.31. 
Now we split up the output y pretty much as we did in the proof of 
Proposition 3.3. This is done in order to separate W, from wz and w,*; it will 
turn out that W, has to be chosen uniquely, whereas we have complete 
freedom of choice for wz and w,*, after having chosen W,. 
Write Da, = UaDGao, with Ua, orthogonal and GaD invertible. Then let U, 
also be orthogonal and, in addition, be such that U := [ UaD, UC] is orthogonal 
and invertible. Thus we find for yr := U,‘,y and ya := Ucry that 
y1 = U$x, + G W 
LID a, (4.8f) 
Yp = qTcx,, (4.8d 
and 
llYl12 = llY1112 + llY2112. 
Applying the preliminary feedback 
where 
A 
UD 
=A-B G-lUTC 
-aD aD CLD 
is called the “ preliminary closed-loop matrix” in [ 11. 
(4.8h) 
(4.8i) 
(44) 
(4.8k) 
(4.81) 
(4.8m) 
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The remainder of the discussion concerning (LQCP)O with D not left- 
invertible is actually a combination of [l, Section 4 up to and including 
Theorem 5.21 and the treatment of the regular (LQCP)’ at the beginning of 
this section. See also the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
It was proven in [l, Lemmas 4.2-4.41 that both W(Z) and V,(Z) = V(Z) 
+ W(Z) are Aa6invariant. 
LEMMA 4.2. A,&(ker CIA) c (ker CIA). 
Proof. Trivial. n 
COROLLARY 4.3. A,$&)) c LoW 
Next, we make a direct-sum decomposition of the state space as follows: 
let X, := W(Z), let X, be a subspace such that X,$X, = L,(Z), let X, be a 
subspace such that X,@X,@X, =V,(Z), and finally, let X, be a subspace 
such that X,@X,@X,@X, = IR “. Let Wci, Wcz, W,, be left-invertible matri- 
ces such that 
X2=im[Wcll, X3= im[W,,l, X,=im[W,,]. (4.9a) 
Then W := [W,, Wcr, WCs, W,,] is invertible with inverse 
Decompose 
x, = wg + w,,xF + W&X,” + WC& 
i.e., 
Xa=L x a a, r;= Lclx, (1=1,2,3); 
(4.9b) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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then (4.8j)-(4.81) transform into 
Y, = c,, 
( C, , A 44 ) observable, 
1~0 1 1 x3 
(4.12a) 
(4.12b) 
(4.12~) 
and 
Jbo, 4 = /m[ll~J2 + ll~211~1 dt. 
0 
(4.12d) 
Now observe from (4.8c), (4.11) that 
I+ = xp (Z= 1,2,3). 
Hence (LQCP)’ is equivalent to the regular subproblem 
(4.13) 
inf 
/ [ om 11%112 + IlC,~,bl12] dt&, smooth and such that 
(4.14a) 
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subject to 
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(Compare (5.7)-(5.8) in [l].) 
Since we can even limit ourselves to the smaller subsystem 
[compare (4.2)-(4.3)], we now have arrived at a point where the problem 
stated in (4.14a), (4.15) is similar to the problem stated in (4.1) (4.3). 
Therefore we write down the corresponding Riccati equation 
Analogously to [l, Assumption 5.11, we take here 
ASSUMPTION 4.4. The pair 
is stabilizable. 
(4.16) 
REMMKS. 
(1) If W(Z) = R”, i.e. if XI” (I = 1,2,3) do not appear in (4.12) then 
Assumption 4.4 is trivially satisfied. 
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(2) If D is left invertible, i.e. if W(Z) = {0}, then Assumption 4.4 is 
equivalent to the assumption that (A, B) is stabilizable. In [l, Section 51 it is 
shown that also for ker(D) # (0) Assumption 4.4 is equivalent to (A, B) 
stabilizability. 
Then the main result of this section reads: 
THEOREM 4.5. Consider the LQCP with stability mod& L,(Z) [(3.5), 
(3.6)], and let Assumption 4.4 hold. Then: 
(i) J”(xo) = xj$‘;r,, with 
being the largest nonnegative definite solution of (4.16). 
(ii) For every x0 there exists an optimal control if and only if u( A,,) n Q:’ 
= 0 (Co denoting the imaginary axis). Assume this to be the case. If 
U$“@(x,) denotes the set of optimal controls for the LQCP with stability 
mod& L,(Z), then 
4 
[ 1 lo* E CI”-%, arbitrary Imp , (4.17a) a 
where g( K ‘) is a matrix-valued distribution defined by 
with 
A*,: = AaD - B,,( E:,&,) - ‘B&K”, (4.18) 
and hence, by (4.17a), there will be in general more than one optimal state 
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trajectory. Moreover, 
i.e. the resulting closed-loop matrix mod& L,(Z), is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. We will only provide an outline of the proof here, since most of 
the work is already done in the proof of [l, Theorem 5.21. To start, let 
be the largest nonnegative definite solution of (4.16). Then, from Proposition 
4.1, 
JO(x,) = [xioT,x;OT R0 :;:: ’ i I = XTKOX o 0. 
In addition, if a( Aas) n Co = 0, then the infimum is achieved by 
and the resulting closed-loop matrix modulo L,(Z) is stable. The remaining 
assertions in the theorem can be shown by following the line of the proof of 
[l, Theorem 5.21. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) If D is left invertible, then the results in Theorem 4.5 and those in 
Proposition 4.1 are identical. 
(2) Recall from [l, Theorem 5.21 that J-(x,) = x~K_x, with 
L 
K- = [ LZ,, LZ,] I?- LC2 
[ 1 c3 
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and k- is the smallest nonnegative definite solution of (4.16). We have 
- 
and K” = K - if and only if a( A,,) c Q= ; compare Remark 2 below Proposi- 
tion 4.1. Observe that a(A,)= u(A,~~V,(~)/L,(~)) [[l, Lemma 4.41, 
Corollary 4.31, and hence that a( A,,) c u*(E), the set of invariant zeros [l, 
Section 5, last Remark]. This is generalization of the remark (1) below 
Proposition 4.1. 
(3) We stress the importance of Lemma 4.3 w.r.t. the decomposition in 
(4.12a), which allows us to limit ourselves to the subsystem (4.15). 
(4) Again, the closed-loop matrix modulo L,(Z) is such that its spectrum 
is in E-. Moreover, this spectrum is in Q= _ if and only if a( Ass) n Co = 0 
[ 111. Compare remark (4) below Proposition 4.1. 
(5) Note that indeed K]L,(Lj = 0 (recall Corollary 3.2). 
(6) It is rather easy to see that 
= (xaD, za,) stabilizable, where x aD, ia, are the induced maps [19, 
Chapter 0] of A,,,zaD w.r.t R”/Lo(X). With [23] and [l, Lemma 5.61 this 
can be proven to be equivalent to S + (ker CIA) = [w “, where S is the 
ordinary stabilizable subspace [compare remark (4) below Proposition 3.31. 
The closure of this section is a nice characterization of K” in terms of the 
original system coefficients. We recall the dissipation inequality [17; 18; 20; 
2; 1, Section 61: A necessary condition for x;K’x, to represent J”(xo) is that 
K” satisfies 
F(K) 20. (4.19) 
Here F(K), the dissipation matrix [18], is defined for any n X n matrix K by 
F(K) = A*K+KA+C*C 
BTK + D*C 
KB+C*D ; 
D*D 1 (4.20) 
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see also 1171. Introduce [(4.8a), (4.8b)] 
and define [(4.9b)] 
then from [l, Corollary 6.31 
0 0 
@(K)=Oand KW,=O - I?= o 
1 1 i  
satisfying 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
where 
c^,= [o,o,c,], A,= 
Now let M,(n) denote the set of real symmetric n X n matrices. It is known 
[18; 1, Theorem 6.21 that [see (2.6)] 
K EmE( rank( T(s)) = rank( Pa,) = gaD, (4.24) 
RR 
)rank( F( K)) = 
and it is found in [l, Theorem 6.21 that, if lYmin denotes the subset of M,(n) 
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for which F(K) > 0 and rank( F( K)) = q, _D , then, with the foregoing, 
Imin= {K~M,(n)lKW,=0and@(K)=0} 
= (KtMn(n)~K=Zdt, K= [i ir], Risatisfies(4.23)). 
Analogously, it holds that 
a(K)=0 and K]L,(Zj=O w K=zTZ& 
with 
satisfies (4.16). Therefore, if I,‘& denotes the subset of 
K] (kerCIA) = O9 then 
rzin= {KEM~(~)~K[w,,w,,] =Oand+(K)=o} 
Imin for which 
K=ET&, E?= 1: 8 01, Ksatisfies(4.16) 
Since, by Theorem 4.5, K0 is the largest nonnegative solution of (4.16), we 
thus have shown 
THEOREM 4.6. The real symmetric matrix K0 that defines the optimal 
cost for the LQCP with stability mod& L,(Z) can be characterized as the 
largest element in the set of real symmetric solutions K of F(K) > 0 for 
which it holds that the rank of F(K) is minimal and (ker CIA) c ker K. 
REMARK. In [l, Corollary 6.41 the matrix that defines the optimal cost 
without stability, K -, is stated to be the smallest nonnegative rank minimiz- 
ing solution of F(K) >, 0. Combining this with Theorem 4.6 yields another 
characterization for K - : it is the smallest nonnegative definite element in the 
set of solutions K of F(K) 2 0 for which it holds that the rank of F(K) is 
minimal and (ker C] A) c ker K. Indeed, observe that (ker Cl A) c ker K 
[l, Theorem 5.21. 
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5. THE RELATIONS BETWEEN (LQCP)a AND (LQCP), 
In this final section the promised convergence results will be established. 
Instrumental here is Lemma 5.1, which is a generalization of [lo, Lemma 
6.211. 
Consider the system 2, and let the real symmetric matrix K satisfy 
F(K) >, 0 [(4.20)]. The dissipation matrix being nonnegative definite, we can 
factorize F(K) as follows: _ 
with C, and D, as specified in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 5.1. Consider the systems B and 
z K: px = Ax + Bu + x0, 
yK = C,x + D,u, 
with C,, D, specified in the Appendix and satisfying (5.1). Then 
u, = &, 
and for every u E Cizp such that 
(x;Kx,)(m) = 0 
[x2 the smooth part of x(x,, u), Section 21 it holds that 
flyll”dt = ~al/yd12dt + ~,Tf%~ 
Proof. See Appendix. 
(5.1) 
(5.2a) 
(5.2b) 
(5.3) 
(5.4 
(5.5) 
n 
REMARK. Lemma 6.21 in [lo] is a special case of our lemma, since if 
x(x0, u)(co) = 0, then (5.4) is automatically satisfied. 
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Lemma 5.1 shows its value immediately in the second lemma, which 
resembles [2, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 5.2. lf a real symmetric matrix K satisfies F(K) >, 0 and 
KIL,(Xj = 0, then K < K”, where K” defines the optimal cost for (LQCP)‘. 
Proof. Let u E C&, be such that (r/L,(Z))(m) = 0. Then, by Lemma 
5.1. 
~allyl12 dt = i)d12 dt + X%X,. (5.6) 
Hence 
EC$., such that (x/L,(Z))(m) =0 
= xTKox - x=Kx 0 0 0 0 [Theorem 4.51, (5.7) 
and thus K < K ‘. n 
COROLLARY 5.3. K” is the largest element in the set of real symmetric 
matrices K for which F( K ) > 0 and (ker C] A) G ker K. 
Proof. Every K that satisfies F(K) > 0 is such that Kjwczj = 0 [l, (6.9)]. 
Hence if also K I +rC,Aj = 0 then K IL,(zj = 0. Now apply Lemma 5.2. n 
REMARK. We emphasize that Corollary 5.3 is a stronger assertion than 
Theorem 4.6. Yet we believe that Theorem 4.6 is more practical [note that 
Pmin = { K I K W, = 0 and a(K) = O}]. Compare Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 in 
WI. 
We are ready for the first main assertion. Recall the perturbed system Z, 
and the associated LQCP without stability [(3.1)-(3.3)]. From now on 
Assumption 4.4 will be a standing assumption. 
THEOREM 5.4. The matrix that defines the optimal cost for (LQCP),, 
K;, tends to K” as &JO. 
Proof. It is easy to see that lim, 1 o K - =: K exists (see e.g. proof of [2, F 
Theorem 3.21). Consequently, since K; satisfies the dissipation inequality 
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associated with Z,, F(K) 50. Now for E> 0, V(Z,) = (kzC]A), hence 
K; ]+rC,A) = 0. Thus also K]+_rC,A) = 0. From [l, (6.9)], K],(,, = 0, and 
we establish that K]L,(z) = 0. But then, according to Lemma 5.2, K < K”. 
On the other hand, from Proposition 3.4 (E > 0), 
for a u, such that ( z(xg, UC )/(ker C] A))( cc)) = 0. Hence, obviously, 
and thus 
X,TK, x0 > J M y x0, u,) [(‘dt > x,TK"xo, II ( 
0 
b_y Theorem 4.5. Taking the limit, then, yields E > K”, and we conclude 
K=K’. n 
REMARK. Theorem 5.4 clarifies the general absence of convergence of 
K; to Kp [l, Theorem 5.21 which was established in [2, Remark 3.41. 
However, observe that KEp J K- = u(Aa,lVd(Z)/Lo(C))cQ=-; see Re- 
mark 2 below Theorem 4.5. 
The second main result here is on the convergence of u[ , xi := x(x0, u, ), 
and y, := y( x0, u, ). As in [2], we consider convergence in distributional 
sense for u, and x; and also strong convergence for y, (for details, see [2]). 
In general the set U$“pt(ro) in Theorem 4.5 contains more than one 
element (if not empty). From now on, however, we will assume that C is 
left-invertible, i.e. that T(s) is left invertible as a rational matrix (see e.g. [l, 
Definition 3.11, Proposition 3.121). This means that 4,, = m and therefore 
Us,“@ contains exactly one element if a( Aas) n Q=’ = 0 (Theorem 4.5): 
ASSUMPTION 5.5. Z is left-invertible and u( A,,) n Co = 0. 
Thus, let u” denote the optimal control for (LQCP)‘, x0 := x(x,, u”) the 
optimal state trajectory, and y” := y(r,, u”) the optimal output. 
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THEOREM 5.6. Let Assumption 5.5 hold. Then (for all x0) UC -+ u0 
and x, + x0 (E J 0) in distributional sense. Furthermore, 
Proof. Define ij, := CKorb + D,OUJ [(5.2)], where K0 defines the opti- 
mal cost for (LQCP)“. Then, by Lemma 5.1, 
since ( x’( x0, u, )K”x( x0, u, ))( co) = 0 (Proposition 3.4). Hence, by Theorem 
5.4, 
i.e., y, -+ 0 (E JO) strongly in L~D(IR + ), the space of q_,D-vectors whose 
components are square-integrable over R +. 
From Corollary 4 in the Appendix, Z,O is invertible. Therefore 
T,o( s) := Z&o + C,o( SZ - A) ~ ‘B 
is invertible as a rational matrix, which yields [(2.5c)] 
u, =‘T~~(p)[~E-C,o(pZ-A)-‘ro]. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Hence, in distributional sense, 
u, + - Z’&p)C,o(pZ - A) -lx0 =: u (&JO)> (5.10) 
since, obviously, ij, --) 0 (E J 0) in distributional sense. 
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Of course U E Cizp. Also, if x(x,, U) := (pZ - A)-‘(BG + x,), then for 
&” = CK”X(X”, U)+ D,oU we find that 
with (5.10). Hence .ZKo(x,, U) = 0. From Remark 1 below Proposition 8 in the 
Appendix we then find that U is optimal for (LQCP)” and hence U = uO. We 
thus have proven u, + u0 (E J 0) in distributional sense. 
Since x, = (pZ - A) ‘( Bu, + x0), we also establish that x; -+ x” (E JO) 
in distributional sense. The remainder of the proof is similar to [2, proof of 
Theorem 4.31. n 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The convergence investigation of the optimal cost for the cheap-control 
problem without stability has led to the introduction of a new type of 
linear-quadratic optimal-control problem. The associated optimal cost turns 
out to be the limit of the optimal cost for the problem “with small input 
weighting.” Of importance in the new control problem is the impulsively 
unobservable subspace L,(Z). The optimal state trajectory modulo L,(Z) is 
required to vanish at infinity in this problem. 
An interpretation of the optimal cost with stability mod& L,(Z) is 
given in terms of the dissipation inequality. The matrix that defines this 
optimal cost happens to be the largest element in the set of real symmetric 
matrices K for which the rank of the dissipation matrix is minimal and the 
unobservable subspace is in kerK. Also, for left-invertible systems, the 
optimal control, state, and output for the cheap-control problem without 
stability tend to the optimal control, state, and output for the newly defined 
problem. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix both the proof of Lemma 5.1 and some additional results 
concerning Z, are presented. 
Consider 
8: px = Ax + Bu + x0, (A.la) 
y=Cx+Du, (A.lb) 
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and the associated dissipation inequality 
with 
F(K)>,0 (A.21 
F(K) = ArK+KA+CrC KB+CTD 
BTK + PC 1 DTD ’ 
K any real symmetric matrix. Recall [l, Section 41 
(‘4.3) 
and define 
Then it follows that 
_Daa,= [D&@&j =: [Do, Da& (A.6a) 
B,,= [B,,A@~D] =: [&,,&r,]. (A.6b) 
Now for any symmetric K satisfying (A.2) introduce 
~,~K)=A~K+Ic~+cTC-(KB,+CTD,)(D,TD,)~~(B~K+D,TC). 
(A.7) 
Then l@&@,(K)@& = Z2z,(Z - Dn( D,‘D,)-‘D,‘)D,,, > 0, since KW, = 0 [l, 
(6.9)]. Thus, factorize W,‘,(a,( K)WUD = ETE with E invertible and rank(E) = 
r+(D,& = 9_a, - 9a. Also from [l, (6.9)], @(K) > 0; hence there is a matrix 
C, of full row rank such that Q(K) = dicK. Next, let D, = l&G,, U, 
orthogonal, G, invertible with rank 9”. Then define 
IT, := 
EplTD,T,,[I- Do(D,TDo)-lD;] 
G,( D,TD,) -‘Do’ 1 ’ 
(A.Sa) 
~ ,= EplT[%L - D,TddDO( D,TD,) -‘@I 
2‘ 
G,( D,TD,,) -%,T 
I 
’ 
(A.8b) 
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and with (A.8a), (A.8b), 
D,:= ; 
[ 1 D. 1 
LEMMA 1. 
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(A.~c) 
(A.8d) 
F(K) = for any K that satisfies (A.2). 
Proof. Let 
[ 1 
!!f = [RO,R,*lel [l,Section4,stepO]. 
0 
Then straightforward calculations show that 
I G c, = 1 E-lTl@;(Do(K) ) D,= 
hence 
L 
0 
0 
GOA*, 
Since 
+(KB,+CTDO)(D;D,,-l(@K+ D;C). 
[(4.21), (A.6)], it thus follows that C,‘CK = ATK + KA + CTC. 
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Next, 
C;DK = (K&, + CrD,)( D,TD,) - iG,TC,A*, = K&A*, 
= K&A*, + K&iT; + CTD = KB + CTD, 
t CTD,A; 
and, finally, DiD, = DTD. It is easily seen that rank(F(K)) = rank[CK, DK] 
and that [C,, DK] is right-invertible. n 
Due to Lemma 1, we establish that every K sastisfying (A.2) determines 
an associated system Z,: 
pr = Ax + Bu + x0, (A.9a) 
y, = C,x + D,u, (A.9b) 
and it holds that 
c,w,= ; 
[ 1 cw,, 1 (A.lO) 
since, by K W, = 0 and W,‘@( K)W, = 0, it follows that 
G 
[ 1 &K w,=o. 
Hence by applying the dual algorithm [l, Section 41 to Z, we find 
2 Ka: px, = Ax, + B,&, + B:w: + x0, (A.lla) 
0 
yK = q$,+ n, Q&7 
[ 1 (Allb) 
i.e., the same separations of input coefficients have been made in every step, 
and the algorithm terminates after the same number of steps as in [l, Section 
41. 
Write 
Gxa 1 (II,C + II,K)x, + IIIQaa,iZa ’ (A.12) 
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and observe that ( fIrDaD) is invertible, since Dz’IITfI r_Da, = Dz’DQ, and 
n,& has ga D rows. On the other hand, 
with Ua, left-unitary and G,” invertible [l, (4.59)]; hence 
i.e., II rUa, is left-unitary. Since it is also square, it thus is unitary. 
Set 
YK2 = qpT~K2 > (A.13) 
and apply in (A.ll) the feedback law 
w, = G&l ( - u,‘,rly(n,c + r12K)X, + t&J 
This, together with (A.12), (A.13), yields 
and 
llYKl12 = llYd2 + IIYK2112. 
Here 
(A.15a) 
(A.15b) 
(A.15~) 
(A.15d) 
see [l, Theorem 5.21 and Theorem 4.5, where K = K _ and K = K O, respec- 
tively. 
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Next, consider Z, [(4.8j)-(4.81)]. Observe that for the output to be 
regular, it is necessary that Ga be regular. This implies that then 
in (4.12) [and (4.14b)l is regular. 
LC, 
I 1 ib= L,, A*,D(K)[W,,J+‘,,,W,,]r” 
lL”3 1 
bO 
Xl 
I I 
bO ,. 
x2 , wKa regular, 
bO 
x3 
(A.I~) 
If we apply the feedback [K satisfies (A.2)] 
we arrive at 
= - G;,’ %3&K [ W,, , WC.2 >WC33 x b + d,, , (A.17) 
px,=A*,D(K)x,+_B,~G~~l~~a+B~~~+xo, (A.lBa) 
y, = - G,DIT~&Kr, + &&, (A.lBb) 
y2 = U,TCr a, (A.18~) 
and by comparing these equations with (A.15) we establish directly that 
which is one of the claims in Lemma 5.1 (note that KB,’ = 0; see also [ 1, 
Proposition 4.51). Furthermore, considering the differential representation of 
(4.14b) after having applied (A.17) 
(A.20) 
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we thus establish that 
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[note that r~Kr, = xbrW~KW,xb is regular (W, = [ Wrl, Wcz, W,J>l. Since 
we therefore get with [l, (6.12)] and (A.15e) 
f[ 
x:Kx,] + yTy = x,T@( K)x, + tZ~,&,, 
and hence, for every t, > 0, 
/"y 'ydt = jf'y;yK dt + r,TKx, - xf( t,)Kx,( tl). (A.23) 
0 0 
This yields (5.5) on noting that riKx,= xTKr [(4&c)], and the proof of 
Lemma 5.1 is completed. Observe that we have proven the lemma only for 
u E u, = uxI;; if u P U, [and thus J(x,, u) = + co], then u E Ux, [JK(x,,, u) 
= + co] and (5.5) holds trivially. n 
REMARK. Note that if K is a rank-minimizing _solution of (A.2) then 
rank[CK, DKI = ye+ since II 1 is right-invertible and C, = 0 [ 1, Theorem 6.21. 
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A right inverse of [C,, OK] is 
I+/ 0 
- R,(D,TD,) -lD,TD,,,E-l ?i,G,’ 1 ’ 
Introduce 
(A.24) 
We derive a number of additional results on 2,. 
LEMMAS. 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Next, we establish from (A1.5) that 
yK1 = 0 and yK2 = 0 if and only if I?,[$ - A*,,(K)]plxO = 0, or @(K)[pl- 
A*,D(K)]-l~, = 0, since AzD(K)W, = A,,W,. Compare [l, Lemma 4.41. n 
COROLLARY 3. Zf K is a rank-minimizing solution of (A.2), then Z, is 
right-invertible, i.e., the corresponding transfer functibn TK( s) = D, + C,( sZ 
- A)-‘B is right-invertible as a rational matrix. 
Proof. From [l, (S.ll)] we have 
(F(K)>0 and rank(F(K))=q_,“) (* KW,=O and @(K)=O. 
Hence, by Lemma 2, V,(Z,) = R”, and combining this with the last remark 
yields that Z, is right-invertible [I, Proposition 3.91. n 
REMARK. The converse holds as well. If Z, is right-invertible, then [l, 
Proposition 3.91 V,( 2,) = Iw “, and hence (Lemma 2) Q(K) = 0. We conclude 
that rank( F( K)) = q,,[(4.24)]. 
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COROLLARY 4. If K is a rank-minimizing solution of (A.2), then 2, is 
invertible if and only if Z is lej&invertible. 
Proof. It is immediate from (4.8a), (4.8b) and (A.ll) that for any 
solution of (A.2) we have the equivalence 
Z left-invertible = Z, left-invertible. 
Now apply Corollary 3. n 
REMARK. Corollary 4 is a generalization of [2, Lemma 4.71. 
LEMMA 5. If a(K) = 0 [(4.21)] and (kerCIA) c kerK, then (kerC\A) 
c (kerC,IA). 
Proof. Let CA%,=O, k=O,l,...,n-l.ThenCKxO=IllCxO+IIZKxO 
= 0. Since for every K satisfying Q(K) = 0 it is readily shown that 
A,“(ker K) c ker K, it thus follows that C,Ax, = ll,CAx, + rI,KAr, = 0, 
etc. n 
COROLLARY 6. 
(ker CIA) c (kerC,- IA), (ker CIA) c (ker C,cllA); 
L,W G L,G& L,(Z) c I&,+ 
Introduce for any K satisfying (A.2) the linearquadratic control problems 
(LQCP) ; : 
find lK(rO)=inf{J~(~gr~)I~EC~p}’ (A.25) 
(LQCP);: 
find ~~(x,)=inf(J,(x,,u)lu~C~,suchthat(x/L,(B,))(ccr)=O}. 
(~.26) 
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PROPOSITION 7. For all x0, 
J;-~ ( x0) = J$( x0) = 0. 
Proof. From Lemma 2, V,(Z,- ) = V,(B,o) = Iw “, hence [l, Lemma 
3.101 Jim (x0) = &(x~) = 0. Now we have that 
and hence [(8.4m), Theorem 4.61 
AaJK”)Lo(V = A&0(9 c LOP?, 
and also (Corollary 4.3) 
From Remark 2 below Proposition 4.5 we establi+ that J$(xo) = Jio(xo) for 
all x0 if and only if u(A.~K”)IR”/Lo(Z,))~Q:~. Since [Remark 4 below 
Proposition 4.51 a( AaAKo)]Iw “/L,(Z)) c c- and (Corollary 6) L,(Z) c 
L,( Z,), this yields with the above that _I$( x0) = 0 for all x0. n 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume that [(4.12a)] a( A,,) n 43’ = 0. Then for every 
initial condition 
u optimal for (LQCP)’ a u optimal for (LQCP)kn. 
Proof. According to Theorem 4.5, there exists for every initial state an 
input u such that &x0, U) = x~K”xo and (x(x,, u)/L,(Z))(oo) = 0. Thus 
(Lemma 5.1) J&x0, u) = 0, and therefore (Corollary 6, Proposition 7) u is 
optimal for (LQCP): O. Conversely, from Remark 4 following Theorem 4.5, 
for every initial point an optimal control for (LQCP);, exists [recall that 
A,,,(K”)Lo(~,) c Lo@,), that L,(Z) c Lo@,), and that I&(x,) = 0 
(Proposition 7)]. Thus d,~ = 0 in (A.15), which implies that u is optimal for 
(LQCP)’ [(A.17)]. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) Observe that if u(A& f~ Q= ’ = 0, then for any u E C$, it holds that 
JK~(xo, U) = 0 j u optimal for (LQCP)‘. 
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(2) Analogously to Proposition 8, one can show that 
u optimal for (LQCP) - - u optimal for (LQCP) K-. 
(3) We stress that it is due to the specific choice of C, and D, that we 
have been able to derive such results as Lemma 5.1 and Propositions 7, 8. 
(4) If a*(Z,) denotes the set of invariant zeros corresponding to C, [i.e. 
o*(zK) = a(A,,(K>IV,(z,>/W(z>l, th en for any real, symmetric K that 
satisfies (A.2) it can be shown that 
u*(z,) nC” = 0*(E) nCO. 
In other words, the invariant zeros corresponding to Z that lie on the 
imaginary axis are invariant under the transformation (A, B, C, D) * 
(A, B, C,, DK). 
(5) Note that if instead of (A.26) we had defined (LQCP): as 
find J$(xo) := inf{JK( x,,u)lu such that (r/L,(Z))(co)=O}, 
then again we would have found that J,,$( x0) = 0 and, with a( A=) n C ’ = 0, 
that every optimal u for (LQCP)’ is optimal for (LQCP)$ and conversely. 
Thank you, Professor M. L. .l. Hautus, for being an inspiring supervisor, 
and thanks Dr. H. L. Trentelmun, for taking the trouble to keep me on the 
right track. 
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